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From o�ine to online - How does the banking
sector keep up in the current pandemic situation?
What have you learned? Feedback?

ADILA NORDIN NOV 11, 2021 08:41AM

Thankyou dr Adila for arrange this program. I have learned
so many things and gained my knowledge from this
program. I know about layout of a vc room in it
infrastucture. Then, about network and telecomunication
and others things. Also about technologies in banking
sector.

Feedback
I really appreciate this program has been organized. This
program gives an opportunity, especially to students to
explore more about IT infrastructure in the banking sector.
The speakers and MC had done their best to deliver and
make this program successful. Thank you.

FEEDBACK
Hi Dr. Thank you for organized an amazing and
knowledgeable program for me. In the program now I knew
that how to secure my database when I am outside from
home. It is very useful ways for me to consume during the
current pandemic situation. Thus, I hope I will joining your
upcoming programmes again. Thank you.
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Thanks dr for planning this programme. I
did learn a lot of new knowledge about
the IT infrastructure in the banking
sector. I was amazed for the services
provided by the banking sector such as
Bluejeans meeting and event,
REALPRESENCE TOUCH, VC room and so
on. I had also know the issue faced by
the sector and how to work securely
outside the o�ce. This talk widen my
mind. Thanks for the two speakers today
for making an amazing and meaningful
talk.

Feedback
I have learned many things from this program. This program
had let me know about the layout of the Video Conference
room and also the technology that is using to share screen
and give microphone to present by the speaker. I also know
about which service is suitable for more attendee. So,
thanks to Dr for preparing this program.

FEEDBACK PROGRAM
From what I heard during the program, I am more in favor of
the system and technology to ensure that all data and
information of Standard Chartered staff and customers are
always at a secure level, to prevent this information from
being misused by certain parties even SC staff themselves. 
So with the most sophisticated system at the moment used
by the SC is the best and can be emulated and used as a
guide to organizations other than the Bank

Feedback
The session so interesting, it makes me be more want to
beware and never use the public network again! And want to
secure my mobile phone, laptop and my house 🤣 from
those unsecure network that could attract hackers/spy to
get me and my family information. 

I also, learn a lot of things of bank and others industry
device tools that they use to coop in this pandemic situation
and hope our country would be more acceptable and grow
big in technology so that we are not left behind.

Feedback
Thank you Dr for arranging this program. I gain new
knowledge about bank sector, about database and how it

work. I also know about the product that they provided for
video conference. Really interesting. Thank you again dr

FEEDBACK
Overall this is a good talk for me, thanks you Dr for
arranging this talk. From this talk i have getting a lot of
knowledge and information on IT application that applied by
bank sector and also get to know how their use when in
pandemic. Hopefully have more talk like this in future, thank
you Dr.

Feedback
From what is currently shared during the talk just now, I
have learned that it’s necessary for banks to continue
playing a signi�cant role in shaping the recovery and helping
their customers rebuild their �nancial security and business
health with many banking technologies. I also just found out
there are several components that have been used in the
banking sector such as POLY STUDIO X50, HDX 7000,
GROUP 500 and lot more xD. I can say it's quite dif�cult for
me to adapt with the new thing but it's okay, so far so good.
I enjoy the session. Thankyou Dr. :)

Thank you Dr for arranging this talk. I have gain more
knowledge from this talk which is from database, in banking
scene data is everywhere. Customer/users/clients is able to
access them at any place.The management information is all
about deriving information from Bank's other activities and
also �nancial services companies are heavily regulated.
Next, In technologies in the Banking sector, for SC, they
have numerous hardware and software related to video
conferencing. For examples, POLY STUDIO X50, HDX 7000,
GROUP 500, GROUP 310 AND REALPRESENCE TOUCH. It's
quite interesting to know this technologies.

Feedback
Thank you Dr for arranging this meaningful talk. I get more
knowledge and also information on how IT applled with
bank sector when this pandemic still goes on. Hopefully this
will help me in the future. By the way, Thank You Dr.

Feedback
From the talk I get more knowledge on how the �nancial
area pro�cient to adapt during this pandemic. Besides that, I
received a lot of information on how IT application applied
with bank sector during pandemic. Overall it was a good talk
and received a lot new knowledge. Thanks Dr. Noradila for
arranging such a meaningful talk.



※※※※※※

Feedback regarding the topic discussed.
It was a very effective meet conducted by Dr. Noradila since
we get learn more about how does the banking sector
capable to cope up with the pandemic season which shared
by the Tech Support Rep from Standard Chartered today.
They shared alot about ICT applications that been using by
the organization currently. I also get to learn more about

risks involved working outside and inside the of�ce. They
also share regarding the devices used during conferences
among working colleagues. I hope to have more sharing like
this in future from organizational workers and alumni
maybe. Thank you Dr. Noradila.


